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The task of designing effective lighting for buildings requires both artistic and technical
competence. In this way it is archetypical of the discipline of architectural design. The
interaction of buildings with solar lighting is complex and ever-changing. Added complexity
comes with the use of electric lights and their daylight-sensitive control systems. State-ofthe-art daylight prediction tools most often provide precision data that is in obscure numerical
formats hindering the communication and perception of information hidden within. We are
exploring the use of scientific visualization to transform incomprehensible tables of data into
images that visually oriented designers will find more accessible. By representing lighting
data and their interactions with the environment visually, students and design professionals
may be able to "imagine the light" in ways that will help them understand and solve complex
lighting design problems.
Introduction
We are concerned with teaching architecture students to design effective lighting with skill
and confidence. There are, however, several obstacles to the goal, all related to understanding
the complex interactions between the light, the building components, its occupants, and the
environment. As architects move through the design process, models of how the lighting
will eventually perform in the physical world evolve in the mind's eye. The confidence a
designer may have in the validity of these models is to a great extent dependent upon the
strategies and tools that are brought to bear on the problem. The state-of-the-art suggests
that there are three major approaches to the complex problem of predicting and understanding
daylights interactions with buildings: physical models, CAD-based luminance renderings and
computer lighting predictors. Both the physical models and luminance renderings can be very
effective at providing both artistic and technical insights into daylighting design that can
inform the designer. For both, research and development of methodologies has proceeded in a
timely manner with significant improvements that aid the designer. Nonetheless, neither
methodology is always the ideal. For example, physical models are expensive, timeconsuming, and may not give accurate insights into seasonal variances in lighting. A ray
tracing rendering program can make very useful images of the effects of lighting, but these
are incredibly time-consuming and do not indicate the dynamic nature of light easily. We
have recognized the potential of computerized daylight level predictors to fill some of these
niches, in spite the fact that presently even the best of them, SUPERLITE, poses some
severe liabilities.
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The primary problem with SUPERLITE, and most other programs of its kind, is one of
making its numerically formatted output more useful to students and designers. Our
approach to solving this problem is to apply the principles of scientific visualization to the
transformation of output from, otherwise excellent, research tools such as SUPERLITE. By
designing appropriate visualizations, the data can be represented in a manner that offers the
possibility of giving valuable insight into lighting problems obtainable in perhaps no other
way.
The Image of Light
Our efforts center on presenting information about lighting in a medium that will stimulate
students' imaginations regarding the relationship between light and space. The luminance
rendering tools contain algorithms aimed at the realistic rendition of model surfaces. Simple,
flat shading to ray tracing and bump mapping techniques provide a palette which fits the
needs of most applications requiring a static understanding of the visual impact of light on a
space. As compelling and realistic as the images may be, they still lack many of the
dynamic attributes that we deem important. We have chosen to focus on developing
visualization techniques which represent light as a natural, dynamic phenomenon that fills a
space. When examined in the context of a specific environment, the visualization may reveal
patterns or behaviors that are insightful to the student's understanding of the nature of light
and space.
The first visualization we designed, LIGHTSCAPES, stressed the idea of light being
distributed throughout a space. Standard practice for daylighting and electric lighting calls for
lighting levels to be measured at gridded intervals at the work-plane level within the room
(figure 1). A multidimensional, mathematical model was chosen to represent the light levels
within the room: the x- and y-axes represent the length and width of the room, the z-axis
represents the intensity of the illumination. The color and opacity of the model represents
the source of the light and reinforces the representation of intensity, and finally, time is
represented through animation. This model produces a multicolored spline mesh that hovers
and moves within the space. To test this construct we generated a case study of the Farm
Credit Bank building in Spokane, Washington. Design features of the facility were used in
conjunction with the prediction tool, SUPERLITE, to determine natural lighting conditions
within the building with respect to various outside lighting situations.

Figure 1. Gridded daylight measurement in plan transformed into three-dimensional spline mesh.
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"SUPERLITE, developed by Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory (LBL), can analyze complex
room and light source geometries with great precision. SUPERLITE models the effects of
both direct and defuse or reflected sunlight. Running time varies with the complexity of the
room and external obstructions. Operation of the program is not for the faint-hearted
computer novice: Entries must be made item-by-item with a text editor, and the results are a
tabular display of numbers. It is useful primarily to researchers and lighting designers who
need detailed daylighting analysis."(Lord, 1990)
This assessment accurately portrays SUTERLITE as a fine source of technical data,
accurately predicting daylight levels at grid points within a space. Unmentioned are the
potential advantages it has over physical models and CAD-based luminance renderings. The
primary advantage is that a single run of the PC-based version of SUPERLITE takes a few
minutes compared to the hours required for a physical model or a single luminance rendering.
Moreover, SUPERLITE can be run parametrically to generate data for a typical day or a
typical year under different sky conditions or different quality of light can be quickly
generated. However, the problem of data representation remains.
Once the lighting conditions data was obtained from SUPERLITE, it was translated into
the model parameters of position, color, opacity, and texture in order to isolate important data
features. This transformed data was then used to generate both static and dynamic images
through the use of rendering and animation software (figure 2). In the case of the animations,
time frames were compressed to allow daily or annual interactions to be viewed in a short
time.
Producing the Image
The creation of the visualization is comprised of three distinct phases: data generation, data
transformation, and image generation.
The data generation phase consists of two discreet processes: creating a computerized
image of the building using a CAD system and generating lighting data using the lighting
prediction program, SUPERLITE. Pertinent building characteristics, such as geometry and
orientation, were defined and encoded using a CAD program. This CAD-generated image was
used primarily to establish a visual frame of reference for lighting images.
Data describing building surface material properties such as color, reflectivity, and
transmission values, as well as environmental settings that defined latitude, time and date,
and sky conditions (such as clear or overcast) were assembled into an input file to provide the
contextual world in which light would be modeled. Using this file SUPERLITE was then
run parametrically as the predictive tool to generate hourly mathematical descriptions of
specific lighting conditions for both clear and cloudy days for each month of the year. Each
of these descriptions consists of large tabular arrays of daylighting information including
position (x,y), magnitude (illuminance,z), and time and sky condition. We wrote a program
to calculate electric lighting levels by "sensing" the daylight levels predicted by SUPERLITE
and applying the electric lighting control algorithm used in the building to the electric light
level prediction data supplied by the lamp manufacturer. Both electric light levels and
composite (electric plus daylight) levels were obtained for each time and position in the
parametric SUPERLITE runs. SUPERLITE itself has no method of combining electric and
natural lighting levels.
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Figure 2. Illuminance levels, typical floor of Farm Credit Building

Figure 3. Spline mesh suspended above building platform.

In the data transformation phase lighting data were converted from tabular form to a
multidimensional model. We wrote transfer functions to relate the dynamic range of scalar
lighting data to image attributes. To create a nonrigid spline mesh to image the lighting
data, "x" and "y" coordinates defining the mesh were assigned positional values associated
with each datum position in the room. this provided a consistent referencing platform
corresponding to the CAD image, upon which additional attributes could be related in a
meaningful way. As an example, the mesh's "z" coordinates were given a scalar lighting
value in footcandle units. This resulted in an illumination "topography" relating intensity of
illumination to the floor plan (figure 3). In addition, each of the vertices of the mesh was
assigned a color value to help isolate and reveal patterns and features contained within the
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data. Color maps were used to reinforce topographic patterns in the surface by associating a
color ramp through a look-up table to scalar "z" coordinate data. This is analogous to colorcoded topography maps. The color mapping of vertices was also used to indicate the source
and character of light. In our case, which is bilaterally sidelighted from the north and the
south, we assigned a color ramp from yellow (intense light) to lavender grey (subdued) for
south light, and from blue (intense) to lavender grey (subdued) for north light. For electric
lighting we assigned a constant light grey. Differences in incandescent, florescent, north and
south daylighting color temperatures can be distinguished in this manner.
Transparency values were also assigned to individual mesh surfaces at this time. These
modeling attributes were primarily used to allow viewing of overlaying meshes after the
rendering sequence. In the Farm Credit Bank study three separate models were created. They
represent the independent contributions of electric and daylighting illumination sources and
the composite effect of these two sources. By use of transparency values the three meshes
could be viewed simultaneously as well as separately (figure 4). The daylighting mesh was
assigned a transparency value which would produce an opaque surface to reinforce its
importance in our mind's eye. When the electric light was modeled, a grey, highly
transparent color value was assigned uniformly, and the composite light, while using the
same color ramp as the daylight, was also given a high degree of transparency in order to
hover cloud-like above the daylight model's surface. Similarly, recommended illumination
levels can be modeled as planes within the space to establish visual thresholds (viewed with
the lighting data) against which building performance can be evaluated.

Figure 4. Three lighting meshes viewed simultaneously.
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The image generation phase consisted of writing a simple program to translate the data
describing the lighting meshes into a file format that was acceptable to a solid modeling
program. The CAD-generated model of the building was imported and merged with the
lighting model and production variables were created that would allow for the greatest
opportunity to see and understand the nature of the daylighting and its interaction within the
architectural space. Individual images were assembled into animations to simulate a broader
contextual understanding of events (figure 5). For example, animating the surfaces to
illustrate daily and seasonal cycles has allowed us to compress greater quantities of data into
short time frames which conversely expands information comprehension potential. While
this potential is attractive, the computational horsepower required to generate the imagery
remains a bottleneck that slows the process of creating high quality images.
Conclusion
At present, each of the three steps of the visualization process is computationally intensive
and is run in a noninteractive batch processing mode. It takes patience and skill to create the
image, however, the resulting five-dimensional model (x,y position, intensity, time, and
source) give a satisfying image of light's complex interactions. The time investment for
obtaining this dynamic image is comparable to the physical and luminance rendering
techniques. We look forward to the reality of affordable real-time simulation where the
average student and designer working on average projects will "pilot" the course of
simulations, responding to the dynamics of the situation as they occur. In the interim we are
working on incorporating our case studies into Digital Video Interactive (DVI) and Hypercard
Technologies and writing general programs so the transformation phase can be accomplished
for any existing or imagined building with less effort. The integrated media environments
that these technologies present will be both familiar and satisfying as a learning tool for
architecturally trained individuals.
Our work has also raised questions that require further investigation. Are there other
visualizations that can provide a more satisfying image? We have begun this investigation
with a series of visualizations based upon the fact that SUPERLITE can be run
parametrically at different work plane levels generating a 3-dimensionally uniform grid of
sample data. A number of different transformation functions are being applied to this data to
visually extract information about the behavior of light in a space. For example, there are
usually constant intensity surfaces embedded in the 3-dimensional scalar data that can be
imaged as triangulated spline mesh in much the same way as the previous data was modeled
and displayed. To examine the behavior of a range of values within a space a number of
options are available. The 3-dimensional scalar data can be seen as a stack of cross-sections
normal to any useful axis. Fore-plane clipping can reveal interior sections as topological
surfaces. Homotopy, or the metamorphosis from one topological surface to another can be
performed by passing the clip plane through the space to examine changes across the volume
or the section can remain at one location while lighting or design parameters are altered.
Finally, vertices of this 3-dimensional grid can be tested against a variety of variables, such
as light levels or visual comfort. Points that meet or fail to meet the test criteria can be
assembled into bounded volumes that occupy space. These solids can then be examined
across time or condition or further edited with peeling or slicing functions.
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These models could provide qualitative views of lighting interactions while the current model
primarily provides a quantitative overview of these interactions. We anticipate that the
visualization techniques we've used can be applied to other facets of architectural design, since
lighting design is archetypical for the discipline of architectural design.
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